Sports Card Collecting: A Beginners Guide to Finding, Valuing and
Profiting from Sports Cards (Collector Series) (The Collector Series
Book 3)
Are you someone that used to love
collecting sports cards as a child? There is
no reason for you to stop! In fact, it doesnt
matter if you are trying to rekindle this part
of your childhood or if you want a way to
invest your money, sports cards are a very
hot market. In fact, you will find that there
are many ways for you to enjoy it, and to
profit from it. In this book we will review
many of the subtleties of this hobby, from
where to get the cards to how to sell them.
We will also discuss the following subjects
in great detail Introduction to Sports Card
Collecting - This overview of the hobby
and business of sports card collecting will
open your mind and eyes to the
possibilities. The History of Sports Cards Sports cards are nothing new and if you
understand the history of this hobby, you
will understand better how to do it right!
Different Types of Sports Cards - There are
many types of sports cards. When you
know the different options, you will be able
to make your hobby a success. Where to
Get Sports Cards - A discussion of the
options for buying sports cards from a
variety of sources. Start your collection
today. Trading Sports Cards - If you trade
sports cards properly you can enhance your
collection and increase your profits.
Building Your Card Collection - Slow and
steady or quickly, there are many ways to
build a collection. Keeping Your Card
Collection in Good Shape - It doesnt matter
if you are collecting as a hobby or as an
investment, you must keep your cards in
great shape! Selling Your Cards - Are you
ready to sell some or all of your card
collection? This chapter tells you were you
can sell them and how to sell them to
increase your profits. Tools and Trends Understanding the tools and trends in card
trading will open the doors to many
possibilities! The Future of Sports Card
Collecting - Some hobbies and investments
come and go but when you collect sports
cards, you are taking part in something
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with a great future! And much, much more
Imagine finding a shoe box full of money
in your attic. If you have an old box of
sports cards, that is exactly what you have!
Of course, whether you have cards or if
you are just getting started, there are
opportunities that should not be
overlooked. This book helps you to find
those opportunities and to make the most
of them. If you are ready to get started in
this unique and enjoyable pastime, this
book can be your guide. Not only does it
give you the start you need, it shows you
how you can finish a winner!
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